DEVELOPMENT OF AN XML SCHEMA REPOSITORY SYSTEM FOR PUBLIC CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION SHARING
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Abstract: The Public Construction Commissioner (PCC) in Taiwan is sponsoring a project to establish the mechanism for developing information standards, in terms of XML schemas, for public construction work and develop an XML Schema repository system for managing and publishing the standardized XML schemas. Parts of the ebXML (Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language) Registry Information Model (ebRIM), Version 2.5, proposed by OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards), are adopted in the design of the repository system. This paper reports the progress on the development of the repository system in the project.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Taiwan government has made many efforts in providing government e-services, including government-to-government (G2G), government-to-business (G2B), and government-to-customer (G2C) services to its client users via Internet. For example, in the area of public construction, the government procurement information is now available through the Internet and on-line tendering services will be provided soon. Furthermore, a project has recently been sponsored by the Public Construction Commissioner (PCC) to promote exchange and sharing of life-cycle construction information in Taiwan. There are two major tasks to be accomplished in the PCC project. The first one is to establish the mechanism for developing information standards, in terms of XML Schemas, for public construction work. The second task is to design and implement an XML schema repository system for managing the standardized XML schemas and providing search and retrieval services on World Wide Web (WWW). This paper reports the progress on the development of the XML Schema repository system in the project.

In the rest of this paper, requirement analysis of the repository system is discussed first in Section 2. Then, the design of the system is presented in Section 3. The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [1-2] is employed in this work for object-oriented analysis and design of the repository system. Section 4 discusses the implementation of the system and provides some demonstrations on the web interfaces and services of the system. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

2. SYSTEM REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

The main purpose of the repository system is to store, manage, and publish the standard XML schemas and their corresponding documentation for information sharing and exchange in public construction work. The repository system also stores and manages a data dictionary containing definitions and synonyms of all of the vocabularies used to define the tag names in the standard XML schemas. Each of the tag names is unique and named in English. Its corresponding Chinese tag name and related attributes are also defined in the data dictionary. Furthermore, an XML schema for the data dictionary is developed and standardized in this work.

For development of standard XML schemas and the corresponding data dictionary, a standards establishment committee has been organized by PCC and a standards establishment mechanism has been established. Once the new version of a standard XML schema is approved by the committee, it is registered into the repository system for publication on WWW. The contents (mainly the tag names and their attributes) of a newly registered schema are validated by the system to ensure that they have been uniquely defined in the data dictionary. The system should also provide query and download services for its client users to search and retrieve the standard XML schemas and related information in the data dictionary needed for their work. Furthermore, the
client users may need validation services for checking the validity of their XML documents to a specific standard XML schema. In addition, system administration service is needed for maintenance and monitoring of the system.

Based on the above requirement analysis, the following major services should be supported by the repository system:

- System administration service: This service provides the necessary functions for managing user accounts, maintaining schema data and data dictionary, monitoring system performance, etc.
- Registry service: This service provides the necessary functions for the standards establishment committee to register and publish the approved versions of standard XML schemas as well as the updated data dictionary.
- Query management service: This service provides the necessary functions for searching and retrieving a specific standard XML schema and its associated information in the data dictionary.
- Content validation service: This service provides the necessary functions for validating the new or updated XML schema when it is registered into the system and for checking the validity of a given XML document to its corresponding standard XML schema.

Figure 1 shows the major services and applications of the XML schema repository system. All of the services, except of the system administration service, the XML schema repository system. All of the services, except of the system administration service, the XML schema repository system, the XML schema repository system. All of the services, except of the system administration service, the XML schema repository system. All of the services, except of the system administration service, the XML schema repository system. All of the services, except of the system administration service, the XML schema repository system. All of the services, except of the system administration service, the XML schema repository system. All of the services, except of the system administration service, the XML schema repository system. All of the services, except of the system administration service, the XML schema repository system.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

Parts of ebXML (Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language) Registry Services Specification (ebRS), version 2.5 [5], and ebXML Registry Information Model (ebRIM), version 2.5 [6], proposed by OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards), are adopted in the design of the repository system. For designing the services of the system, the following parts in ebRS v.2.5 [5] are adopted in this work:

- Lifecycle management service: It provides a collection of lifecycle management methods for managing objects within the ebXML registry. The client user may submit objects, classify and associate objects, and deprecate and remove objects.
- Query management service: It allows a client user to discover and retrieve information from the ebXML registry. The client user may browse through and issue queries on registry contents.
- Content management service: It uses the content validation service to enforce validation rules upon submitted contents and metadata in a content specific manner.

For designing the classes in the information model of the XML schema repository system, parts of the ebRIM v2.5 [6] are adopted in this work. Figure 2 shows the high level public view of the ebRIM information model. Although the version (i.e., v2.5) adopted here is just a committee approved specification and is not a final release version (which will be v3.0), it seems to be very close to the upcoming final release version. In this work, only the following classes in the ebRIM v2.5 information model are adopted: the RegisterEntry class, ExtrinsicObject class, User class, Organization class, PostalAddress class, TelephoneNumber class, Association class, ClassificationNode class and Classification class.

Figure 3 shows the class diagram for the object-oriented design of the data dictionary. The corresponding XML schema design for the data dictionary has been approved by the standards establishment committee.

Because the relational database is still the most popular and widely used database, it is employed in this work to store and manage the information objects associated with the XML schemas and the data dictionary. The entity-relationship (E-R) model diagrams for the schema repository database and the data dictionary database are designed as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Figure 2. The high level public view of the ebRIM Information model [6]

Figure 3. Class diagram for the data dictionary

Figure 4. E-R model for the repository database

Figure 5. E-R model for the data dictionary database
4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND DEMONSTRATION

The implementation of the XML schema repository system requires two servers: database server and web server. This work employs Informix v9.4 as the database server and Resin v2.1.10+SLL as the web server. The operating system used for running both servers is the RedHat v8.0 Linux. The programming language used is the Java programming language. In addition, the Java WebService Module (Axis v1.1), the Java Upload Module, and FullText-Search for Informix are used to facilitate the implementation of web services, uploading service, and searching service for the repository system.

Most of the basic service functions for the repository system have already been implemented although more work is still needed to complete the system implementation as designed in Section 3. Figure 6 shows the home page of the repository system. At present, all of the system interfaces are in Chinese. The web page shown in Fig. 7 illustrates the results of a conditional query on the standard XML schemas in the repository. Figure 8 demonstrates the query result, expressed in tree format, on a specific XML schema. The query result can also be expressed in the table format. Figure 10 shows the query result of the data dictionary information.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The progress of an on-going project on development of an XML schema repository system has been reported in this paper. The system is designed to promote and facilitate information sharing and exchange for public construction work in Taiwan. The standard XML schemas and the data dictionary managed by the system are two essential components to achieve the goal. They are also important assets of the construction industry because they represent the results of accumulated knowledge and experiences in the public construction work. It is hoped that the repository system can provide good services for maintaining and querying standard XML schemas and help to promote the use of information standards in Taiwan’s construction industry.
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Figure 7. Results of a conditional query

Figure 8. Query result (in tree format) on a specific XML schema
Figure 9. Data dictionary information query